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FORtEWORD

This report was prepared by the Human Factors Section of General Dynamics
Corporation's Electric Boat Division as part of the Submarine Integrated
Control Program of the Office of Naval Research. Electric Boat Division
is Coordinator, under Contract Nonr 2512(03), of this program. CDR C. r.
Brock, US4, is Project Officer for ONR. Dr. H. E. Sheets is Project Engineer
for Electric Boat Division. Dr. A. E. Hickey Is Head, Human Factors Section.

The program Is divided into several parts: Ship Control, Weapon and Tacti-
cal Control, Engineering Control. Communications, and Envi ronmiental Control.
Thlb report is one of a series dealing with the rcquirements for Ship Control.

The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of Frederick L. Allen in the
,ollection and reduction of the data.
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ABSTRACT

Five submar!ne officers controlled a simulator which incorporated a Contact
Analog (CA) display and a single joystick control They were required to
make 200-ft depth changes under four diffierent display conditions. Each
operator matte 20 depth changes with a one-surfarc CA and 20 with a two-
surfhee CA. Forward motion was shown during ten of the trials with each
type of CA but nmittc'd during the other ten. Each trial was 180 seconds in
length. The m;neuvers consisted of depth change-ju,;y; ro changes in heading
or speed were inv)lved.

Three criteria were used to ev;iluate performance,..ier the four .cperimental
conditions. These were: 1) depth error at time 180 seconds; 2) greatest
depth error after Ume 60 seconds; .nd 3) time within t30 ft of ordered deoth.
£ach of these three measures was subjected to a separate analysis of vari-
ance. The analyses included five variables (...-Splays. motion, direction of
depth change. range. and subjects) in a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 5 factorial design.

The results, In summary. indicate that: I) the use tf a second surface rep-
I resenting the air-water interface results in a reduction of the .argnitude of

depth errors; and 2) the display of forward motion is not required for making
depth-only changes.
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INTRODUCTION

The Ship Control research effort of the SUBIC program involves, among other
investigations, an evaluation of the Contact Analog (CA) display. A rationale
for the use of the CA in submacrlues and a preliminary evaluation of the
principle are discussed in earller reports (5. 6. 7). In the study described
here, t,,wo CA design characteristics were investigated: a) the use of one
versus two surfaces In the CA; and b) the effect of forward motion in the dis-
play.

A previous experiment (6) had shown that depth changes with a one-surface
CA were made more accurately and quickly when diving than when rising.
One surface, representing the bottom, did not seem to provide enough infor-
mation for depth control in both directions. An obvious solution calls for a
second surface representing the air-water interface. However, the genera-
tion of a second surface involves added cost and engineering cupltexIlty -uad
m-.v not. in itself, produce better depth-control performance. For this reason.
a two-surface CA was empirically tested.

In a similar vein, the high degree of engineering complexity required to dis-
play forward motiot may be unnecessary in terms of its actual utility to the
operator. In the present study, depth-control performance with forward
motion displayed was compared to performance without such motion.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The Exrlmentol Slhttlon

Five submarine officers controlled a simulator incorporating a CA display
and a single joystick control. 'le: were required to make 200-ft depth
changes under tour dffernt dimla, conditions. Over a five-day test period,
each operator made W depth changes with a one-surface CA and 20 with a
two-surface CA. Forward motion was shown during ten of the trials with
each type of CA but omitteJ during the other ten. Although the displays and
controls moved realistically, the operators remauned level; i.e., the pitch and
roll of the submarine was not simulated. The mnneuvers consisted uf depth
changes only; no changes in neating or speed were involved.
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The one-surface CA was generated by scanning an optcally projected, grid-
patterned surface with a TV camera and transmitting the 'frme to a 17-in.
TV monitor (Figure 1). The surface or efloor" scanned by the camerA was
a grid pattern of 1/4-in, dark lines forming I 1/4-in. squares against a light
background projected on a 4-1/2 ft by 4-1/2 ft glass-beaded screen by a
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The 2pp~Ar~US for generating the two-surfaze CA was similar exceupt thait
the surfaces scanned by the TV catmera, consisted of two endless belts. Both
belts were 4-ft wide loops of canvas stretched over two rollers plac~ed 4-1/2 ft
apart (center to center). The textuieof the lower surfaces was a grid pattern
identical to that of the one-surface CA described above. The texture of the
upper surface was a pattern of 1/2-in. black wquarss spaced 1-1/4 in. between
centers painted on a white background. 'The two canvas "surfaces." poeai-

-00006-' W; ft..Mtft
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tioned 5 in. apart. correL..-r '.-d to a separation of 500 ft between the CA
su~rfaces. A servo motor moved the belts toward the camerai to produce ap-
parent forward motion. Figure 2 is an illustratiun of the two-surface CA.,

The movement of the camera and the projectuor slide (or the canvas belts)
was determined by twfb 10-amplifier Donner computers. These computers.
programmed with simplified equations of motion of a TIUGR-class sub-
marine trav L11ng at 20 knota. translated the operators' mc-eiments 0of thse
jo) stick control into volage s w;ien pa oduced appropriate motion of the dis~play.

The simulated subniurint' was rontrolled with a single, sp ring -loaded, hy-
draulir~illy daimped Jj,,stirk r".sunted below the CA display on the operalor's
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console (Figure 3). ThP JoysUck measured 12-in. Orom top to pivot point andcontained a detent at the 0' plane position. During the experiment, only thevisual display changed; the operators remained level. The experiment was
theis conflaed to a study of the visual cues of the CA and did not Include the
vestibular and kinesthetic cues normally associated with submarine dynamics.

44
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Frlwe' 3. The epse cme

Procedure

Each of the five operators performed eight 3-min maneuvers per day fortie days. The operators were instructed to make a 200-ft de;-'s change as
rapidly as they could and to hold t:: new depth as closely as possibie duringthe renainder of the trial. The depth changes were made in both direton3
(r4. and dive) between two r:nge: 100 to 300 ft and 200 to 400 ft. A eqv&1
nu,.'er of maneuvers were made under the four different display conditions.
That is. half the maneuver3 w-tre made with the one-surface CA and half withthe two-surface CA; hal th, maneuvers made with each type of CA includedfor'aW 4 rtoUon and half lack,-d forward motion. The order of presentation
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of the trials was different and non-systematic for each opt rator each day.
The trials )n the first day were considered familiarization trials and mere
not included In tMe final analysli.

The schedule of trials was arranged 3o that 'or the last four days each
operator performed two trials under each of the 16 conditions representing
all combinations of the two displays (one-Purfa. and two-surface CA). the
two forward motion condiUons (0 and 30 knots,, two directions (rise and
dive), and the two depth ranges (100 to 300 and 200 to 400 it).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three criteria were used to evaluate performance under Lte differert ex-
perimental conditions. These were:

1) Depth error at time 180 sec. i.e., the distance of the subm.rinc iron
ordered depth at the end of the 180-sec triAl. This score indJ'ca,.es the
te:minal accuracy of the operator in effecting the ordered depth change.

.1) Greatest depth error after Ume 60 sec, i.e.. the greatest distance be-
tween ordered and actual depth after the first 60 seconds o' the trial.
Since 60 seconds was long enough for a skilled operator to caime very
close to the ordered depth, this measure shows the magnitude of the
largest errors which were encountered in leveling off at a new depth.

3) Time within t33 ft, i.e.. the amount of time during the 180-sec trial that
the operatnr maintained the submarin, within t30 ft of ordered depth.
This score reflects overall bmartness -rod accuracy in executing !h.
ordered maneuver.

Each of these three measures was sublected to an anAlysis of variance. The
analysts included five variables In a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 5 factorial design. These
variables were: a) displays (one-surface and two-surface CA): b) motion
(zero and 20 knots); c) direction (rise and dive); d) range (100 to 3UO and
200 to 400 it); and e) subjects (five operators). Each operator had two trials
ander each of the 16 combinatinns of dkpl-ty¢, motion, directiu,. antd iaaige,
which provided a within-operator variance for estimating error in the analy-
sea.

Tables 1, 2. and 3 summarize the three analyses of variance. In mking th.
statistical tests, a "fixed" model was used. This means that the con/fidence
level for any compArison witin the analysis represents the p,,bability that

) the findings would be repeated if these same operators were rt tested. A
method af analysis which would give the probabilities thal. ,'Uh firdings would
hold for a repetition of tke experiment it h ,Whcr sublet wis not used,sinv'
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the sampling of subjects was fortuitous rather than random. Moreover, even
If the operators were considered as representative of the POPlation from which
they were drawn, such tents would lack power; ie., a finding of no sipr1lcant
differences In any comparlsn could not be relied upon as indicating the true
state of affairs. Because the object of this research was to explore basic
deslr" characteristics of the CA display rather than to obtain specific qu.
titabve values, the mo4el is appropriate.
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) The analyses do show, hewe:er. that on two criteri;4 - depth error at time
180 sec and greatest depth error after time 60 see - there is a statistically
significant overall difference betwetn the one- and two-surface displays.
Table 4 shows taat two sur.aces are superior to a single surface for both
these measures. This Indicates that while addition of a representate )n of
the air-water interface may not Improve general accura~cy of performar'-e
2s measured by the criterion of time within t30 ft, it does significantly
Improve precision in reaching and maintaining ordered depth as measured by
the two error criteria. Further. there is a significant interaction with both
of these criteria between subjects and displays. Table 5 shows the average
error scores of each operator with one-surface and two-surface displays.
It is apparent f rom inspection of this table that all operators did about equally
well with two surfaces, but some were less proficient than others with the
one-surface display. This suggests that sklled operators may need only a
single surface, but that two surfaces improves the performance of less
skilled operators.
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Finally, two F-ratios are significant whe. time within t30 ft of ordered
depth Is considered. line ratio shows an interaction between motion and dis-
plays. Table 6 gives the mean time on target for various combinatlins of
these tw') variables and indicateb that motion improves performance with a
single-surface CA dibplay but has no effect on performance with a two-surface
dioplay. There is also a suggestion that a ,ne-surface CA with motion added
becomes about as good as the two-surface CA.

The second significant F-ratio shows a triple interaction involving number of
surfaces, direction, and depth range. Table 7 giles the mean time scores
under these conditions. This simply shows that the two-surface display is
greatly superior to a singie-surface display for rises from 300 to 100 ft.
This is to be expected since a representation of the air-surface interface
would be mo,.t advantageous when operating near the surface c: the sea - 14h
an up-angle on the submar.ie.

TABLE 6 t TABLE r
Aver*" time within t30 ft of Ordered depth for Ave"ge time within 00 ft of ordered depth&*-surface and twO-Sur woce CA with zero or for aer-surface and two-surface CA In rise

20 knot motion displaye and dive directions in the 100-3M0 and 200.

Zero motion :0 Knots 40 depth rnges. Maimum time ?-10 sec

One-surface CA 54.95 sec 74.90 c Ones4urface CA

Two-surface CA TS.45 ,- 67.52 sec - Rise Dive

! .VISror , 0o.o ft 44s.00 sec,-.0 sec
Two-surface CA

Depth 1 ,00-300 ft 80.80 1 6C 68.90sec-

ra 200-400 t 51.00 sec; 46 se

In summary, the data obtained in the presert study Indicatc., that: 1) the use
of a second surface representing the air-water interface results in a reduc-
tion of the magnitude of depth errors; and 2) the display of forward mot!on
is noc, of itself, required fc., contrcl when effecting depth-only maneuvers.
This is not to say that such motion would not be necessary or desirable when
nerforming other maneuvers such as course or speed changes.
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